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2.1 INTRODUCTION
In Ule previous unit, you werc introduced to the hydrologic cycle and the various
hydro1netcorologica1processes responsible for keeping the cycle active. In that unit, the
importail process of precipitation which denotes all forms of water, viz. rain, snow, hail,
frost, dew and so forth reaching the earth's siu'l'ace frorn the atmosphere was discussed
with regard to its for~nationmechanism.
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This unit intcnds to apprise you ol'soInc simple mcthods of measuring precipitation and
then analysing the collccted data, including the required adjustments to be done in Ule data
to obtain homogeneity among measurements by eliminating or reducing the effecls of
extraneous ir~tluenccs.This excrcise is basic to the planning and designing of water
resources projects as well as determinirlg the water availability andlor estimating the peak
flood for designing various components of a given project.

Objectives
After you haw gone through this unit, you should be able to understand the following :
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the conlmonly used methods of rain and snowfall measurements,
thc dclcrminalir~nof missing precipitation data,
chccking consistency of data,
dctcrinatic>nof average areal precipitation,
depth-arca-duration analysis of a storm, and
intensity-duration-frequency analysis at a point.

2.2 MEASUREMENT OF PRECIPITATION
The total 'mount of precipitation on a given arca, which reaches the ground during a
certain time period is expressed as the depth, of water at which it would cover the
h ~ ~ o n t iprojection
ll
d this area on (the eatll's surface); if any part of this precipilation is
falling aq snow or ice it is to be accounted for in its melted form. Precipitation is thus, the
sum of tl~eatnounls of liquid precipitation and the liquid equivalent of the solid
precipitation. Since it is not physically possible to catch aIl the rainfaIl or snowfall over a
drainage b a q , it is only sampled by rain gauges whose catch in a perfect exposure
represents the precipitation falling on their respective surraunding areas. The
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measurements are made at several selected points whose location and disposition are
representative of the area under consideration; and tlie equivalent area depUi of
precipitatio~iis calculated on Ule basis of this data.
The gauges are located in a manner as to belter represent the spatial variation of rainfall
due to physiographic characteristics of the catchmenl. The World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) has recommended the following minimum densities of precipitation
stations in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Minimum Densities of Precipitation Stations

* Refer Subsection 2.2.1

2.2.1 Types of Gauges
The precipitation gauges are based on the simple idea of exposing in an open area a hollow
cylindrical vessel with a rigid bottom and no topcover. Rain andlor other fonns of
precipitation fall into the vessel, and its depth (or volume or weight) is measured, snow or
oU1er forms being melted before taking the measurement. The various types of
precipitation gauges used are broadly classified as the non-recording gauges, and the
recording gauges.
Non-recording Ganges

The non-recording gauge extensively used in India is the Symons' gauge (Figure 2.1).
Recently, the India Meteorological Department has changed over to the use of fibreglass
reinforced polyester rain-gauges, which is an improvement over the Symons' gauge. These
come in different combinations of collector and bottom. The collector is in two sizes
having areas 200 and 100 cm2, respectively. Indian Standard (IS : 5225-1969) gives details
of these rain-gauges. For uniformity, rainfall is measured every day at 8.30 AM and is
recorded as rainfall of that day.
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figure 2 1 : Non-recording Rain-gauge
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Recording C;allges

m e recording gauges produce a continuous plot of rainfall against time and provide
valuable shorl duration data on intensity and duration of rainfall for hydrological analysis
of slonns. The comm0111y used recording gauges ace: (i) tipping bucket type, (ii)
weighing type, and (iii) natural syphon type. The weighing type is suitable for
Incasuring xI1 kinds of precipitation.
Tipping-Bucket Type
This is a 30.5 cin-size rain-gauge having a lighl metal conlaincr divided into lwo
co~tlpartments(buckets) which is ba1;mcecl in unslable equilibrium about a horizontal ,axis.
The catcb Srom the fullnel falls on lo one bucket of thc pairs of these small buckets. These
huckets';\r&so baliulced lhal when 0.25 11~11OC ra11CalI collects in one huckel, it tips over
and brings the other olle into posilion. Thc water from the tipped buckcl is collected in a
storage can. The tipping ilcluatcs an electrically drivcn pen lo mace a record on clockworkdriven chart. The waler collected in the StoriLge clan is nlcnsured at regular intervals to
the lola1 raillfall and also serve as a check. For many hydrological purposes, in
particular' for heavy-rainfall areas and tltwd warning syslelns, 0.5 Lo 1.0 millimetre buckels
arc siltisfaclory. Thc nlain adv,mlage of Lllis type of u~strumcntis Uiat it has an eleclronic
pulse output [hat call be recorded at a distance from Ulc g:wgc.
Weighing-R uckei Type
In U11srain-gauge, Lhc catch from the lunnel c~npliesinto a buckel mounled on a weighirlg
scale. The weight of lhe buckel and its :lccu~ilulalingcontent5 <ucrccorded colltin~rouslyon
;I clockwork-driven cliart. The clockwnlk mcchanis111has the capacity to run for as l o ~ i g
as
one wcck. This i~istrume~~l
gives iI plol ol' the accumulated rainfall agaitlsl the elapsed
lime, i c. Ulc mass curvc of lhe lainfall. This type of gaugc iloslnally has no provision for
enlpty~llgitsclf, bul by a system of levers, it is possible to rrrakc the pen traverse t l ~ echart
my nunlber of limcs. These gauges llavc Lo be designed lo prevent excessive evaporation
losses, which may be reduced furlller by tile aclditior~of sufficicr~loil or other evaporation
suppressi~lgnli~tcrialto form a film over Ule water surfacc.
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Natural Syphon 'l'ype
This type of rccoscling rain-gilugl: is niso known as float type gauge. Here the rainfall
collcctetl by ;I funncl s1i:tpcd colleclor is led inlo a float chamber causing a float to rise. As
tllc I'loal rises, a pen ;tltachcd Lo the lloat tllrc~ugha lever system records Ule elevalior~of
thc rloat 011 ;I rotating tlruln drivcn by a clockwork mechu~ism.A syphon m;mgen~ent
enlp~icsU1i: Lloal cllilrnhcr' whcn tlle lloal hi\s rcached a pre-set milxi~numlevel which
rcsels Ure pen to ils zero Icvel. This lype ol gauge gives a ptol of Nle mass curve of rainfall
(Figure 2.2).
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kcigure 2.2 :Recording from nNntr~ralSyphon-type Gauge

A heatilig clevicc is installed inside the gauge if U~ereis a possibility of freezing. This
prevents clanlagc to the float il11d float chamber due to water freezing, and enables rain to
be recorded during Lat wid.A small heating element or an electric lamp is suitable
where supply of elcclricity i s available. The amount of heat supplied is kept to the
ininimum necessary in order to prevent freezing, because heat affects the accuracy of the
~h~ervatic,lls
by stimulating vertical air movements above the gauge and also by increasing
vapora at ion losses.

Ilydrologic Cycle and

Storage Gauges

its Processes

In sparsely populated or remote regions such as in a desert or a mountainous terrain,
storage gauges are used to measure total seasonal precipitation. These gauges are read
monthly, seasonally, or whenever it is possible lo inspect the stations. Tl~esegauges
consist of a collector provided above a funnel, which stores the seasonal catch. A typical
gauge consists of a verlical60 cm-diameter steel pipe of sufficient length to place its 20
cm-catch ring above maximum accumulated snow.

An anti-freeze solution is placed in the receiver to convert the snow which falls into the
gauge to a liquid state. A mixture of 37.5 per cent of conlmercial-grade calcium chloride
(78 per cent purity) and 62.5 per cent water by weight makes a satisfactory anti-freeze
solution. Alternatively, an ethylene glycol solution is used. Though more expensive, the
ethylene glycol solution is less corrosive than calciumchloride and gives protection over a
much wider range of dilution caused by ensuing precipitation. The volume of the solution
placed in the receiver is not to be more than one-third of the total volume of the gauge. In
areas where extremely heavy snowfall occurs, the collector is placed above the maximum
expected deptti of snow cover. This is accomplished by mounting the entire gauge on a
tower or by mounting the collector on a 30 centi~netresdiameter sleel pipe of sufficient
length to place its catch ring above the maximum accumulated snow.

The seasonal precipitation catch is determined by weighing or measuring the volume of
the contents of the receiver. The amount of anti-freeze solution placed in the receiver at Ule
beginning of the season is to be taken into account with either method.

2.2.2 Snowfall Water Equivalent and Snow Cover
Snowfall is the amount of fresh snow deposited on the ground over a limited period of
time. Measurements of depth of snow are made and its water equivalent is calculated or
measured as mentioned below. The water equivalent of a given snowfall is the amount of
liquid precipitation contained in that snowfall.
The direct measurements of fresh snow are made with a graduated ruler or scale. A mean
of several vertical measurements are made in places wlGch are considered to be free of
drifting snow. Special precautions are taken so as not to measure any old snow. This is
done by sweeping beforehand a suitable patch clear of grass and debris, or covering the top
of the snow surface with a piece of suitable material (such as wood, with a rough surface,
or painted white) and measuring the depth down to it. The depth of snow may also be
measured in a fixed container of uniform cross-section after the snow has been levelled
wilhoul compressing.
The water equivalent of tlie snowfall is determined either by weighing or melting. Snow
collected in a non-recording rain-gauge is melted immediately and measured by means of
an ordinary measuring cylinder graduated for rainfall measurements. The weighing-type
recording gauge is also used to determine the water content of snowfall. During periods of
snowfall, the funnels of the gauges are removed so that any precipitation can fall directly
into the receiver.
The snow that accuinulatesover a drainage basin can be considered as a natural storage
reservoir from which a major part of the basin's water supply is derived. For reliable
forecast of snow-melt runoff, measurements of snow cover are made at snow courses. A
snow course is defined as a permanently matked line, where snow surveys are taken each
year. The snow course locations arc so selected that their average water equivalents
represent, as nearly as possible, the avarage water equivalent of the area.
Measurements at a snow course in a mountainous terrain usually consist of samples taken
at points spaced 20 to 40 metres apart. In plain regions, the,distance between h e points of
snow density sampling is 100 to 500 metres. Each s ~ p l i n point
g
is located by measuring
its distance from a reference point marked on a map of the snow course. Missing a point

by nlore tllrui a few metres may result in a significant error. Stakes are set high enough to
stick out above the deepest snow aid offset from the course f'w enough not to affect the
snow cover. Tliey are placed as markers opposite each point where snow samples are to be
taken or, at as marly points as necessary, to minimize possible error in locating die
sarnpli~lgpoint.
~now~san~pli~lg
ecluipme~ltcommonly consists of a metal or plastic tube (sometimes in
sections for achieving portability) with a snow cutter fixed at its lower end and with a
length scale stamped on its exlerior surface througliout its length, a spring or level balance
for deterl~llnlngthe weight of the snow cores, a wire cradle for supporting the lube while it
is being weighed, iuld tools for operaling Ule snow sanlplcr. A lypicai set of equipment for
use in deep srlow is as shown in Figure 2.3.

(a) Snow-sntnpling Tube
(c) Crndle
(e) Spnnner Wrenchcs
(g) Screw Couplil~gs

(d) Drivi~igWrench
(f) Crrtter

(11) Scale

Figure 2.3 : SIIQW-samplil~g
Bqt~ipnrer~t
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In order to cut the core, the sarnpler is forced vcrlicdly downward tllrough the snow cover
until il rcaches the ground. If' the condition of snow permits, a steady dowllward tluust,
cnusi~lga11 u~linter~.uptcd
penetration of Ule core into the lube, is the best procedure. With
the cutter at or slighUy below ground level and the sanpler standing vertically, the reading
on the scale that correspoilds to tl~etop of Ule snow covcr is olxerved. After the depth that
the sa~nplcrhas penetrated to beyond $e bottom of tlle snow cover, is ascertained ilnd
deducted Cram this reading, h e result is recorded.
Afler the slunplcr is witlldrawn, the lc~igthof the snow core obtained is observed U~rougl~
the lube slots a ~ read
d on tllc scale on Ule oulside of the sampler. After his, reading is
correcled for any foreign matter picked up in the cutter, it is recorded. The purpose of this
reading is to providc a means for judging quickly if a complete sample of the snow cover
has bee11obtained. T l ~ emeasurement is colnpleted by carefully weighing the snow core in
the tube, Tllc weight of the snow core in equivalent centi~t~etres
of water is read directly on
the scale of the balance. The density of the snow is computed by dividing the water
equivalent of the snow by the depth of thc snow.
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2.2.3 Radar Measurement of Rainfall
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Radar pennits the observation of t l ~ location
c
and movement of areas of precipitation, in
the atmosphere; ant1 certain typcs of radar equipment can yield estimates of rainfall rates
over areas within Ble range of the radar, For hydrological purgoses, lhe effective radar
range is usually 40-200 kilometres depending on the radar chara~leristics,such as antenna
beam, power output, arid rcceiver sensitivity, The hydrological range of the radar is
defined as the rnaximum range over which the telationship between the radar echo
intensity wd rainfall intensity remains reasonably yAlid.
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The radar emits a regular succession of pulses of electromagnetic radiations within a
narrow beam. Precipitation attenuates the radar beam, and this effect is greatest for short
'wave length radar. On other hand, long wave length radiation does not detect light rain
and snow as readily as shorter wave length radialion. The selection of a suitable wave
leilgth depends 011 climatic conditions and the purposes to be served. All Lhe three bands oT
radar wave lengths as given below inTable 2.2 are in use for observation of precipitation.
Table 2.2 : Weather Radar Frequency Bands

\

Band

Frequency (MHz)

Wave Length(m)

S

1500- 5200

0.193 - 0.0577

C

3900-6200

0.0769-0.0484

The Radar-rainfall equation (sometimes referred to as the free space maximum range
equation (FSMR)) defincs the maximum range that can be anticipated from a particular
radar system. For precipitation targets, where rainfall is considered to have filled the radar
beam, Ule equatioil has the following form :

where,
P , = Average power in watts receive0 from a series of reflected pulses,
P, = Peak power transmitted in watts,

A, = Effective area of antenna in m2,
1
= Pulse length in metres,
R = Range in metres,
h = Wave length in metres,
Refractive index term of rain (0.9313 for a 10 - rnillirnetre radar
equipment, assuming a temperature of loOc),and

[m2=

Z

= Reflectivity expressed as 2(q6per m3, where d is the drop diameter in
milli~netres
.

The rainfall rate in mm/hr is related to the median drop diameter, as follows :

where,
Pi = Rainfall intensity in mm/hr, and

a & b = Constants.
Many determinations have been made of the rain- drop size distribution, as obtaining at the
ground, and the relationship of the fall speeds of different sized drops to a particular
rainfall rate. The most common equation in use is :

2.2.4

Observations by Satellites

Precipitation can b e estimated by the interpretation of images registered by scanners or by
imaging micrometers. Scanners are widely used in operational weather satellites. The
m o u n t of data fromimaging microwave radiometers is very limited and cannot be used
operationally at present.
Techniques have been developed for using images of geostationary or polar orbiting
satellites for estimating hourly, daily, and mo~ithlyprecipitation. Images are taken in the
visible andtor infrared ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum and the estimation is based
on the albedo and/or the temperature of the cloud tops as well as, on the shape, texture, and
life history of the clouds. Satellite images can be used for estimating precipitation over

xeas ranging lrom the global to the very local scale in real or near-real time. This
completnents the conventional precipitation measurements in areas of spzlrse rain gauge
aid can improve the accuracy of estimating precipitation for short time periods
(several hours).
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ANALYSIS OF POINT PWCIPITATION DATA

The point observations by means of a precipitation gauge rue subject to niainly two
problems that cause inconsistency in the data. One of these is that a gauge sile has a short
break in the record because of instrumental failure, or absence of the observer, and it is
often necessary to estimate the ~nissingrecord. Anotl~erprobleill that arises is that the
recording conditions at a gauge site might have changed significantly so~netinleduring the
period of record, due to relocation or upgrading of the station in Ule same vicinity,
differencein observational procedure, or any other such reason.Therefore, it is necessary
to check, and if necessary eliminate any inco~lsistencyin the recorded data. The problem is
resolved, in both tlle cases, by comparison of the data with the data obtained from the
neighbouring gauge sites.

2.3.1 Estimation of Missing Data
The ~~unlerical
value of precipitation, tiissing at a site, car] he estimated using concurrent
observations at lllrce or Inore neighbouring stations that are locatcd as close as possible to
the missing-data station; these neighbouring stations are know11 as index stations and the
method is known as the normal-ratio method. Thc metiiod uses tlie following equation:

where,

P, = Missing precipitatiorl value for station X.
P I , Pz,...,P,',,= Precipitation values at the r~eiglibouringstations for tlle
concurrent period,
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N, = Nornul long-term, usually annual, precipitation at station X,
Nr, N2,...fl,,,
=Normal long-term precipitation for neighhuring stations, and
n

= Number of index (neighbouring)stations.

2.3.2 Checking the Consistency of Data : Double Mass Curve Analysis
The double-mass curve analysis is a consistency check used to detect whether the data
pertaining to a given site have been subjected to significant change in nlag~iitudedue to
external faclors such as, tampering of the instrunsnt, change in the recording conditions,
or sllifl in observalional practices. The analysis also provides a n~eillisof adjusting the
data found to be inconsistent. In this analysis, a plot is made of tl~e~ccumulatcd(i.e.,
cumulative) annual or seasonal precipitation values a1 the site in queslion (being checked
for consistency) against the conculxent accumulated values of several surrounding stations
(Figurc2.4). More convenicnlly, the mean of the surrourlding statioi~sis used in the
accumulatioxl. If the data are consistent, the plot will be a straight line. On the other hand,
the 91consistent data will exhibit a change in slope of its plot, or a break at a poirlt where
iiiconsistency has occurred. This is shown by point V ,in tile Figure, relating to the year
1961. If the slope of 81e line W is a and of Ule line VW is b, the adjustment of the
incorisistent data is rnade by the ratio of the slopes of the two line segments. Two ways of
adjustment that are possible as stated below :
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Figure 2+4: Double Mns+Curvc A~lnlysis

1) 'The data are adjusted to reflect the coilditions that existed prior to the
indicated break. This is done by multiplying each recent precipitation value
after the break-point V corresponding to station X (being tested) by the ratio
alb, orkand

The data are adjusted to reflect recent conditions following the break. This is
achieved by multiplying each value of tht: precipitation before the break-point
by the ratio bla.
An adjustment of the second type, as mentioned above, is usually made. If fewer th'm 10
stations are grouped together to check the consistency of a station, the record of each
station is to be tested by double-mass analysis for consistency by plotting it against the
group of all other remaining stations of the group, and those records that are inconsistent
are to be eliminated from the group.
2)

2.3.3 Average Depth of Precipitation over a Catchment
The precipitation over a catchment is measured as point values at a finite number of
precipitation stations within and around the catchment area of the stream. Thc
measurements are made under the assumption that the value obtained at each slation is
representative of the precipitation of the area surrounding the station. The precipitation and
the area represented by each statton are different from that associated with the other
stations of the group, and are required to be determined for estimating the average depth of
precipitation over the catchment, for our hydrological analysis. To convert the point
rainfall values at various stations into ail average value over a catchment, several methods
are available. The choice of the method requires judgement regarding the quality and
nature of the data, and the importance, use, and required precision of the result. The
methods most commotlly used for estimating average precipitation over an area are
described as follows:
Arith"meticAverage Method
It is the simplest of all methods, and consists of computing ttle arithmetic average of
precipitation values for,J1 stations lying within the area under consideration. If
PI,, P2, P3, . . .p, are the precipitation values at stations 1 , 2 , 3 ,. . ., n, respectively, Ulen
the average precipitation P over the area would be :

This method assigns equal weightage to all the statiorls irrespective of their relative
spacings and other influencing factors. It is suitable for basins with a large number of
precipitatioiistations w11icl1 are spaced uniformly or can be considered to adequately
sample the precipitation distribution over the basin.

Thiessen Polygon Method

34

This method is used with non-unifc~rmstation spacing, and it assigns weightages to each
station in proportion to the area represented by a polygon that surrounds the station. It
assumes that the amount of precipitation at any station can be applied halfway to the next
station in any direction. It is applied by constructing a Thiessen Polygon around each
station matked on a map of the area, drawn lo scale. The polygons are formed by first
drawing dashed lines between the adjacel~tstations in the foml of a triangular network, and
then drawing solid lines perpendicular bisectors of these dashed lines to form a pattern of

polygo~iswith one station falling within each polygon (Figure 2.5). For stations close to
the boundary, the boundary line formq closing limit of the polygons.

Figure 2.5 : Tlliesscn Polygons

That is, around the edge of Ule catchment wherc parls of polygons extend beyond the basin
b,ou~~d,q,
only the portioli of thc polygo~lfalling inside the drainage area is considered.
The area of each polygon is t'xken as 'the area represented by the statio~iwithin that
polygon, and is uscd as a factor Tor weighting the station precipit;ltion. The sum of the
producls of each station area and the value of precipitation is divided by the total basin
area to gel lhe average precipitation for the catchment.
In case, the data of any one or more stations are considered, or are left out while
estimating the average precipitation, the network gets changed and it requires
recomputation of the station weightages. If PI, P2, PJ, . . ., P,, are the precipitations
recorded at stations 1,2,3 , . . ., n within a lotal basin area (A), where A], Az, Aj, . , . ., A,
are the respective polygon arcas, then Ule average precipitation would be given by :
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where, wl, w?, wj,... ,w,,
demte fflc respective weightages.
Isohyetal Method
It is more accurate of Ule two previous inethods as discussed above, and provides a means
of considering the orographic (mountains) effect on precipitation. 111 #is method, the
statioils and rxinfdl values are plottcd on a map to a suitable scale. Then the contours of
equal prccipitation (isohyets) are drawn (Figure 2.6). and the areas between successive

'

Figure 2.6 : lsoh yet& of a Storm
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isohyets are determined and multiplied by the numerical average of the two contour
(isohyet) values. The sum of the products is divided by the tdtal drainage area to get the
weighted average precipitation.
Per Cent Normal Method

This method is most successful in regions of pronounced physiographic influence where
individual storms tend to have a sirnilu isohyetal pattern. In this method, storm
precipitation is expressed as a percentage of mean annual or mean seasonal precipitation,
and isopercental maps &re used for preparing isohyetal maps. That is the ratio of the
precipitation during a storm to the mean seasonal or annual precipitation and is worked
out for each observation station, and isolines of these ratios are plotted. The mean of the
ratios is determined for any incremental area, and is multiplicd by the mean annual
precipitation to give storm depth for the increniental area. Then the multiplication of this
depth by the size of the corresponding incremental area, and the addition of all these
incremental volumes for the basin, and lastly, division by the total of the basin area gives
the required average depth of precipitation over the basin.
Hypsometric lWetllod
The hypsometric method (area-elevation method) is paiticularly useful in mountainous
regions (Figure 2.7). The area-elevation curve in quadrant (a) is constructed by plotting the
respective areas of the basin lying below the various elevation contours (A, on the x-axis)
against the corresponding elevations (z on the y-axis).
The locations of the station-idcnlifiers on the x-axis cat1always be determined by
"back-trackng" from the station elevation on the y-axis to the area-elevation curve, and
then upward to the x-axis. The locations of the station-identifierson the x-axis are then
projected, as indicated, in quadrants, (a) and (b) with the lines in quadrant (b) projected at
an angle of 60' from the y-axis.

Figure 2.7 : Hypsometric Method

The curve of quadrant (c) is constructed by plotting station precipitation against the
corresponding stations. From this quadrant, the values are projected to quadrant (d) and
plotted against their respective station-identifiers to derive the precipitation curve. The area
in quadrant (4lying below this curve represents the volume of precipitation. Dividing by
the total area of the basin yields the average depth of precipitation.
The quadrants (a) and (b) are fixed for a particular basin and that only the curves of the
two top quadrants have to be re-determined for each storm. The method may also be used
for averaging monthly or annual precipilation.

2.3.4 Design Application of Rainfall Data
The design of various structures, that need be constructed in water resources engineering,
require inputs, such as, likely maximum rainfall and floods over a given basin, Various

I

methods regarding Ule ulalysis of the above mentioned hydrologic data are available .
~ a c method
h
is best suited for specific ol>jectivesas discussed below:
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Depth-area Duration Analysis of Storm

A stom-rainfall analysis expresses the depth-area duratiori characteristics of the rainfall
occurring from a particular storm. The depth is defined for pertinent con~binaiiol~s
of
enveloping area and duration, and is usually portrayed by tables or curves. Such analyses
provide useful records for Ule design of spillwnys.
The depth-area duration is an weal precipitation ,analysis of ;i single stor111(Figure 2.8).
The analysis is performed to determine the maximum amouilt of precipitafionof various
durations over areas of various sizes. l?or this purpose, information from a rccordhg gauge
is needed.

,

The procedure, as sucli, is applied to a stornl hat produces a11 excessive deptl~of
precipitation. In a study of h e probable maximum precipitation (PMP), which is defined
as a ratlonal upper limit of precipitalion of a given duration ovcr a particular basin (refer
next subsection), several severe slorms arc analyscd and thc maximum values for various
durations are selected for each size of uea. Fmrn the lal>ulntinilof rnnxirnu~~l
rai~lfall ,
increments, isollyetal maps are prepared for each duration ((e.g,, 611ours, 12-hours ctc.).
Areas enclosed by each isollyet arc lllcri measured by using a planimeter or by tallyirig grid
points, and tlic resulting values are plottcd on a graph of area YelsLls depth, will] a ~nlooLh
curve drawn for each co-relation. A linear scale is con~ltlonlyused h r plotting Ihe depth,
and a logarihmic scale for area. Tlic erivcloping or maximuin clcptll-arua duriltioll data for
each hicrernent of area and duratiop rnay also be tabulated as in Table 2.3 below fro111
curves sucli as Ulose in Figure 2.8.

Table 2.3: Maximum Average Depth of Rainfall (mm)
Are?

I/

I '

Duration (hours)

+

Intensity-Duration-Frequency(IODF)Analysls
The point precipilation data of various storms are mlysed in an IDF study. Since the
precipitation data are used for Ule purposes of estimating the streamftows in many
instances, not only the total precipitation but its rate, know11as Ule intensity, ald the
duration are important while making a peak-flow study of the stream, The IDF data is
required in the rationalformula for e~'tirnntingdesi~nflood~for
n system having small
catchmnt, say, 25 km2.This analysis is carried out as given below;
A specific duration of rainfall, such as 5 min, is selected. From the rccord of the rain
gauge, which indicates tl~eaccumulated moult of precipitntio~~
wilh respect Lo time, the

4
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maximum rainfall of this duration in each year is noted. This is the maximum
Incremental precipitation (difference between accumulated precipitation values) for the
selected duration ( 5 min) obtained from the gauge record. For a partial duration series, all
values in the record that exceed a level given by the excessive precipitation for the selected
duration are noted. The precipitation values are arranged in descending order and the
return period (T) for each value is obtained using the formula:

where,

m = Rank of the particular rain-fall data in order of magnitude, and
n = Total number of years of data in the record.
For partial duration series, some adjustment in the precipitation values is made by applying
some empirical multiplying factors. Similar analyses are carried out for other selected
durations (10, 15, 20, . . . min).
For each frequency level computed, the precipitation amounts (depths) are plotted for
different durations. Tllese are the depth-duration-frequencycurves (Figure 2.9). The
precipitation depth can be converted to intensities. These values are plotted as
intensity-duration-frequency curves. Interpolation between the return periods can be done
from the curves of the lower and higher return periods.
Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP)

0

1

2

3

5

DURATION

Depth-duration-frequency Curves

Intensity-duration-frequencyCurves

Figure 2.9 : Depth-dumtion-freqk~ency
and Intensity-duration-frequencyCurves

The term, probable maximum precipitation (PMP) is widely used to refer to the quantity of
precipitation that approximates the physical upper limit for a given duration over a
particular basin. PMP for a river basin, is usually derived by : taking the results of
depth-area-duration analyses of precipitation in major storms that have or could have
occurred in the area of interest; adjusting them for maximum moisture charge and rate of
moisture inflow; and, enveloping the adjusted values for all storms to obtain the depth-area
-duration curves of PMP. Use of other storm models i.e., storm transposition(i.e., the use
of storms outside the area of interest) and maximilation (i.e., maximising the
precipitation values to their upper limits consistent with meteorological knowledge; and
then reassemble them suitably) involves modification for differences in factors affecting
rainfall, e.g., elevation, latitude, and distance from moisture source. Changes in shape and
orientation of isohyetal patterns are also considered. The limitations imposed by shortness
of rainfall records for a project basin are minimized by the transposition of large storms
that have occurred within the surrounding meteorologically homogeneous region. The
transposition of storms in mountainous areas is limited to regions of similar orographic
influences, since orographic influences have an important effect on rainfall distribution in
mountainous areas. The maximization of observed storm precipitation for determining
PMP involves moisture adjustment with the basic assumption that a storm would have
produced maximum precipitation had the maximum moisture supply been available.
Determination of probable maximum flood (PMF) begins with the determination of PMp.

It may be mentioned that storm models have been used to estimate PMP; it can also be
estimated by statistical procedures.

'

Design Storm
Becfluse of clifficultiesrn estinzatingj7oodfiequency for ungauged catchments o r wlzere
ncorfjs arc short, the concept of tht~design storm has developecl. A rainfall time-intensity
pattern is selected and the runoff hydrograph or peak ilow is calculated by st'mdard

procedures used in the analysis of a hydrograph or using relations belween precipitation
runoff (in many cases by an empirical formula), as the case lnily bc. The technique is
sometitnes extended to large areas, and an areal pattern of ~xinfallis specified for the
design storm. It is commonly assutned that the probability of Ule derived tlow is the same
as that of the design rainfall.This assumplion is rarely right and often grossly in error. A
stormincludes a time-intensity pattern, ,anareal paltcrn ruld the lotal rainfall. It is
impossiBle to assign a frequency to such a complex event. Usually, only the Lola1 rainfall is
considered. Since the time-intensity and areal palterns affccl runoft' volunle and ilood
pel&, stonns with the same rainfdll volume seldom produce Ule same Ilood peak. In
addition, a storm occurs jn a sequence of events which fix anteccdelll condilions 'and, in
turn, runoff volume and hydrograph shape.
A single design storm, even if the frequency is known accurately, is inildequate for the
economic analysis which should be made for.~oodmitigulion,s/ort?lrlr(~inage,culvert
liesign, etc, The preferred procedure is to synthesize the lo~lgestpossible llood series and
derive a frequency relation from tlle synthetic data. The design-slon:l ilpproach is se1dor:l
warranted except when there has been a policy decision that lhc slruclurc should bc
designcd for the probable maximum event (Refer Ule subsection discussing PMP).
Standard Project Storm (SPS)
The roba able nznximurnflood (PMF), t6 be expecled in cilse of luulred per cell1
coincidellce of all tlle contributing factors, Ulat would cause the hcavicst rainfall uid
maximum lulloff. This event is derived from a probablc n~mirrrunipnJci~~italion
(PMP),
and hence its frequency c u m t be determined. IL is obvious that from Ulc ccononlic poinl
of view, it is usually prollibitive to design a structure for PMF, except in Ulc case of large
hydraulic structures, like spillwilys,because their failure would lcacl to lot of avoidable
damage and loss of life. Therefore, in p r a c t h , thc flood cvcnt aclually considcrcd for
purposes of design is often the grcalest l l w d (a scaled down versiou) that may rcaso~~ably
be expected, which would be much less fflarlUle ab)vc nle~ttionedestimnted lir~~iling
vriliie
(ELV).
In practice, the design flood is cotmnonly called tlle stc~nd(tr.(fp~'ojecljloocf(SPF).Thc
SPF is estimated using rainfall-runoff modelling by applying thc unit Ilydrograph mctllod
to the standardproject storm (SPS) which is the grealcsl storm Ulrll may rcnsonably bc
expected. The SPS can be derived from a detailed analysis oC s term patterns and
transposition of storms to a position that woultl give maxinl~~rri
runol'l'. Fclr a givcri basin,
and the season of the year in which snow ~llcltis not a ~najorCaclor, t l l ~SPS cstimate
should represent the most severe flood-producing depth-mca-duration rclatianship and
the isohyetal pattern of any storm that is considered reasoixibly c11ar;tcteristicof Ulo area,
Similar considerations should be given to various relevcantfacts of the basin.

1
I

Generally, an SPF estimate is relevant for major and irlterlnediate structures becauseh lot
of effort goes into their construction.
Problem Maximum Flood (PMF)
PMF is estimated by transforming Ule PMP usi~lghydrologic ~nehoils.Thus collversian
may be accomplished with rainfall-runoff relations and unit hydrographs or by sinlilar
techniques. The PMF is normally several times larger tl.1~~1
the larg~stflood i11the record
concerning a catchment.

,

I

How will you extimate mia~ingpr.ttcipiit;ltitma dat;l a1 a givcrt r;dmh-gauge stationl?

ii)
iii)

What is Do~~hlc
M a s 8'3uiwe innndysis as app1ic.d to rairtfz~lltkltn !'
MdI~ae
is tlw usefiula~essd vwious metalods; of colngwtizng thiu ihVCrikgct dc~dhof
ririr~ill9.cwer a given ;uea "!

ivB

Ijiscuss ally two alethcK1.s crd amalysis rrf aaiafilli data.

Precipilatior~
Meosure~~~ent
and Analysis
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2.4

SUMMARY

This unit discussed various nlet$ods of measurement of precipitation (rainfall as well as
snow). Analysis of precipitation data; estimation of missing data, double-mass analysis;
and computation of average depth of precipitation was explained in some detail.
Lastly, various methods of processing the precipitation data (for a given catchment) with a
view to using it for design purposes were discussed.

2.5

KEY WORDS

Basin(Catchment)

:

A given area hounded by a ridge, so that all the rain that falls
within the bounds (respresented by the ridge line) ultimately
drains off the area through a single stream.

Water Equivalent :
(of a snow deposlt)

It is the amount of liquid precipitation (i.e. water) contained in
that snowfall.

Hypsometric
Method

This method of rainfall analysis uses a curve between the area
of the basin (lying helow the various elevation contours) and the
elevation of the corresponding contour.

:

2.6 ANSWERS TO SAQs
Refer for answers the respective text for each SAQ.

